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Looking along my Lawrence shelves and counting, I calculate that 
the volume under review is the thirty-fifth title in the Cambridge 
Works of Lawrence series, leaving aside the eight volumes of the 
Letters. The scholarly collaborative endeavour – international in 
scope and unfolding over three decades – is remarkable. Equally 
remarkable in the context of the book trade is the fact that a 
university press should have been able to continue to make its way 
in the marketplace with such high-end, specialist titles. The 1990s 
and 2000s were difficult decades for scholarly publishing, when 
standard print runs went down and down. Although the high price 
of titles in the series has been criticised in the past, the fact remains 
that the Lawrence series has survived and, I am told, will carry on 
until the planned last volume appears. After The Vicar’s Garden 
and Other Stories appeared in March 2009, Mornings in Mexico 
and Other Essays appeared in June 2009; and there are only the 
four volumes of the Poems and also Quetzalcoatl yet to see the 
light. Commonsense decision-making, commitment and product-
ivity have been key elements in the success; not all such series have 
been so fortunate in bringing these elements together on both sides 
of the scholarly and publishing coin. The extended delay, since the 
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invention of the worldwide web in the early 1990s, in achieving a 
dependable maturity for electronic scholarly editions has meant that 
the printed edition, with its different but familiar material logic, has 
continued to have an indispensable role to play.  

From the start of the series, the General Editors’ Preface stated 
that the intention was “to provide texts which are as close as can 
now be determined to those [Lawrence] would have wished to see 
printed”: this statement has not changed since the first volume 
appeared in 1980 (A vii). Thus the editorial principle was never 
based squarely on a full recording of the textual life of the work (as 
it might be in a German historical-critical edition) but rather on 
eliminating the build-up of errors and regularisings that copying, 
editing, printing and reprinting had brought about in the texts of 
Lawrence’s works. It meant respecting his final intentions for the 
wording and often – paradoxically – his earlier ones for punctu-
ation, given that they would typically have been changed in book 
production. Some brave decisions were thus envisaged, such as 
preferring a spoken or manuscript style; and this was in part 
achieved – satisfyingly so, in many cases – in the volumes to come.  

But the conventions of the very book format in which the 
envisaged reader would be encountering the results of the editor’s 
recuperative work limited the application of such aims. The list of 
silent categories of emendation in the ‘Note on the Text’ in all of 
the editions declares the compromise. In the volume under review, 
which contains manuscript and other superseded versions, the 
compromise is minimal. As a result, some sentences are left without 
terminal punctuation, the odd misspelling is allowed to remain (e.g. 
“noticable”, page 47 line 26; “Syston” for Syson, page 142 line 12), 
at page 125 line 9 there is a word probably missing, and an 
eccentric three lengths of dash, typical of pre-print versions, are 
admitted throughout. I looked for, without finding, a discussion of 
this approach, for it is the exception rather than the rule in the 
Cambridge Edition. But, even here, all manuscript deletions are 
winnowed out of the reading text and placed in the apparatus. So, as 
you read, you tend to forget that the source of the text is a 
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manuscript. You gain the impression (despite information to the 
contrary in the introduction, but in the absence of facsimiles, which 
would have helped) that the manuscript versions were somehow as 
clean and finished as the reading text in front of you. The 
documentary medium is not adequately represented even as its text 
is expertly retrieved. 

The editor’s fault? I don’t believe so, for there is no getting 
beyond the fact that this book is a collection of stories and that its 
reading texts are there to be read. That’s how the scholarly edition, 
in this series, has been conceived. With the wisdom of hindsight in 
our age of electronic text, it becomes increasingly clear that there is 
and always has been a material and marketplace logic associated 
with the format of the printed book. That logic can be tweaked, 
adapted and refined by the scholarly editor, but its constraints 
finally exact their toll. 

 
Final intentions? 
The principle of respecting the author’s intentions, both in 
composition and revision, meant that some subtle distinctions 
needed to be made by the series editors when dealing with, say, a 
mistyping of Lawrence’s manuscript that he had implicitly 
approved by not correcting it as he read over the typescript, as 
against a misreading that he actively accepted by incorporating it 
into a revision at that point. But those fine editorial decisions were 
aimed, in the nature of the endeavour and dictated by the 
assumptions of the intended format, at securing a readable text of 
the work – one only – capable of publication and sale in the 
scholarly and library marketplace. This remained true even where 
the evidence suggested that Lawrence had been content to have 
variant texts of the same work in circulation at the same time. His 
need to maximise his income through the sale of serial rights, and 
to have British and American first editions appear simultaneously, 
made variant texts inevitable. Editors’ adjudication of final 
authorial intentions can become somewhat jesuitical in such cases, 
since finality can seem very provisional indeed and the line to it 
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could take twists and turns. Nevertheless, this series, like many 
others, was originally designed to order and discipline textual 
waywardness and multiplicity, not to embrace it. 

So in a sense the success of the Cambridge Lawrence has only 
been possible because of what it contrived to leave out. Interest-
ingly in this regard the General Editors’ Preface has remained 
nearly unchanged over the 35 volumes. Apart from the at-length 
redundant reference to the edition of Letters “still in course of 
publication”, the only noteworthy statement to change has been the 
description of what was contained in the textual apparatus. Instead 
of only giving “deleted readings in manuscripts, typescripts and 
proofs” (A vii), the aim became, from 1990, to give “variant 
readings …” (my emphases). And a new sentence, which better 
described what was already being done in the 16 volumes published 
by then, was added: “Significant deleted MS readings may be found 
in the occasional explanatory note” (BB vii).  

These practices affected the amount of textual material that the 
apparatuses would have to record systematically rather than only 
selectively. In some of the volumes appearing in the early years of 
the series, the copy-text chosen for emendation by the editor to 
serve as the basis of the reading text could be some way along the 
road of revision, rather than being chronologically the first one. 
There are two main editorial scenarios here. The first is where, say, 
Lawrence’s autograph manuscript is still extant but the editor 
decides to use as copy-text the typescript that he corrected and 
revised – on the grounds that Lawrence had, in revising it, 
authorised it. In a systematic textual apparatus (such as the 
Cambridge Lawrence ones are) this choice obviates the need to 
record all of the variants in the manuscript, including its own 
deletions, since it is now declared to be a pre-copy-text form; 
instead its more important variant readings would be placed 
(selectively) in the explanatory notes. While, as an editor in the 
series, I never liked this short-cut approach I had to agree it had the 
benefit of keeping down the length of the volume, decreasing 
somewhat the editor’s already onerous duties and, finally, 
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minimising the page-extent of the volume and thus perhaps, to 
some small degree, its retail price in the marketplace.  

The second, more common situation occurred in cases where 
Lawrence had fully rewritten a text or a great deal of it, superseding 
the first version in his own mind, and thus allowing the editor to 
choose the text of the later version. So, its first documentary 
witness, whether in a written, typed, typeset or in some mixed form, 
could be then legitimately chosen as copy-text. Thus what the 
edition offered was, strictly speaking, an edition of the version 
rather than of the work. But the traditional scholarly rhetoric of 
final intentions offered in the editorial rationale would strongly 
imply (once again, undergirded by book logic’s silent witness) that 
the reading text offered was the text of the work. This is and always 
was a confusion, if the work’s development is looked at 
historically. 

In stating this, I am butting up against difficult theoretical 
questions of what texts are, what works are, and what aspects of the 
life of a work an edition should therefore record. Many readers will 
know that German editors have traditionally taken a more 
historical, version- or document-oriented view on these questions 
than have editors in the Anglo-American tradition, where authorial 
intention and the aesthetic object have always co-habited the same 
discursive space in uneasy alliance. Methodologies of Anglo-
American editing have tended to rely more on appeals to 
pragmatics than to theory, and certainly the Lawrence edition is no 
exception. The pros and cons are localised nicely in the volume 
under review, The Vicar’s Garden and Other Stories, edited by     
N. H. Reeve. It contains early versions of stories that have already 
appeared in final form in other Cambridge collections in the series: 
The Prussian Officer and Other Stories and Love Among the 
Haystacks and Other Stories (both edited by John Worthen, 1983 
and 1987) and England, My England and Other Stories (edited by 
Bruce Steele, 1990). 

The refrain and Other Stories, along with the titles of each of the 
novels in the series, shows that the organisation of the Cambridge 
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Lawrence has been oriented, where possible, around the original, 
book-level units of publication, with other bits and pieces gathered 
in, as seemed appropriate or convenient. This practice fell in nicely 
with the second situation about choice of late-version copy-texts, 
which I have just described as applying in some of the early 
volumes in the series. By the late 1980s, when I began to edit 
Twilight in Italy, the question of whether to include edited texts of 
the early versions of the travel essays was discussed: the consensus 
was decisively in favour of their inclusion. That volume appeared 
in 1994. The independent appearance, from 1998, of early versions 
of Women in Love, Lady Chatterley’s Lover and Sons and Lovers 
confirmed the welcome shift. 

With the volume under review, we are into new territory. It 
makes good what was left out before – and what, one can now see 
more clearly, should have been there all along: the early versions of 
stories that, because of the editorial rationales adopted, failed to 
make their appearance in the volumes that contained their own later 
versions. As well as this, some documents discovered subsequent to 
the appearance of the relevant editions now yield up their texts to us 
for the first time. For making good in both ways we have John 
Worthen to thank for conceiving of and designing this volume (see 
page ix) and more especially and fully Neil Reeve for the 
painstaking job of following through.  

His introduction is clear. He wastes no words. The easy 
authority with which his explanatory notes identify the passing 
parade of original sources, allusions, people and places reflects a 
now very mature series approach – including the capacity to refer at 
will to the scholarship in the previous volumes of the Works and 
Letters. So Reeve’s notes are accurate, helpful and thorough 
without becoming burdensome: he tells us only what is relevant, 
and he leaves us to make up our own minds about more properly 
literary-critical matters. On the text-editing side, because of the 
series’ editorial orientation as I have described it, there are 
inevitably some misfits between this volume and the ones it 
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supplements; but it is difficult to see what could have been done at 
this stage that would have improved the situation.  

 
‘The Witch à la Mode’ and ‘The Vicar’s Garden’ 
Take ‘The Witch à la Mode’ for instance. Its reading text 
established in the Cambridge Love Among the Haystacks is based 
on the second extant manuscript, in which the story’s original title 
(‘Intimacy’) became ‘The White Woman’. Because of the editorial 
approach of the series the text of ‘The Witch à la Mode’ in Love 
Among the Haystacks incorporates revisions deemed to be 
Lawrence’s, as well as corrections necessary for a readable text, 
from a variety of sources: the authorially revised typescript (where 
the story received its final title), its two carbon copies, the first 
printing in Lovat Dickson’s Magazine in 1934 and the text of the 
first English edition in book form, A Modern Lover (1934). The 
Cambridge reading text in Love Among the Haystacks is thus 
eclectic (final-intentions editions nearly always are), rendering 
problematic any comparison of it with its first version ‘Intimacy’ in 
the volume under review, which simply gives the text of the first 
manuscript. Yet, as Reeve rightly argues, the differences between 
‘The White Woman’ and ‘The Witch à la Mode’ are “not extensive 
enough to justify printing ‘The White Woman’ here as an 
independent text” (VicG xxviii). So, in order to compare apples 
with apples, the reader still has some work to do.  

In most other cases in Reeve’s edition the results are more 
pleasing. It’s a good solution to present, as he does, the two 1907 
versions of the story that ultimately became ‘A Fragment of Stained 
Glass’. (It was printed in the Cambridge The Prussian Officer and 
Other Stories where it, like most of the others, is based on the text 
of the 1914 Duckworth collection.) Whatever advantage may have 
been gained from printing them in parallel-text format, or the 
economy of having the second version recorded in the textual 
apparatus of the first, is probably outweighed by the ease of reading 
them seriatim as we now can. Similarly with ‘The Vicar’s Garden’, 
which is set at a not-very-fictionalised Robin Hood’s Bay, just 
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south of Whitby: this version we can now read for the first time. It 
comes from Lawrence’s manuscript of 1907, and it allows us to 
gauge in a focused and economical way the remarkable advance he 
achieved in his writing over the next seven years.  

Rewritten in 1913, it was published in Smart Set in 1914 as ‘The 
Shadow in the Rose Garden’ before being revised again in July 
1914 for the Prussian Officer collection. Both the 1907 version and 
the Smart Set version are given in Reeve’s edition, and what a 
pleasure it is to read them in this order with The Prussian Officer 
version in mind. In retrospect we can see that Lawrence half-knows 
where the story is going; already in 1907 he sees that, although 
cultivated natural beauty can be cleverly rendered in literary ways, 
it does not redeem all. The young woman and her boyfriend have 
wandered around the vicar’s extensive garden, which is in full, 
luxuriant bloom. They only learn later that the inmate of the house, 
the vicar’s son, is mad, and that the other son “went to Australia, a 
wild country, and got lost in the bushes, and wandered round and 
round, but there’s no water there, so he died of thirst” (VicG 8).1  

In the Smart Set version, the young woman – now a young 
married woman on holiday with her husband – has taken a turn in 
the garden where she hopes to and does encounter her former lover, 
now returned from the Anglo-Boer War, wounded and quite 
deranged. Later, her husband extracts all of this from her, bit by bit. 
The gradual revelation is wonderfully achieved in a series of 
understated conversational stops and starts; both husband and wife 
are gutted by what they admit, learn and are forced to say. Along 
with this emotional deepening goes a different attention to the 
flowers in the garden. In 1907 they are the excuse for an aesthetic 
showing-off by the first-person boyfriend-narrator. The flowers are 
relentlessly personified and linguistically harried for their 
synaesthetic potential to feed all the senses; they offer no 
preparation for engaging with the revelation at the end of the story. 
In the Smart Set version, in contrast, the flowers are allowed an 
objecthood, so that the emotional atmosphere is altogether tougher.  
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In the July 1914 revisions for the Prussian Officer collection the 
resentment of husband and wife for one another becomes extreme; 
it half-shifts onto another level: “He stood with his back to the 
door, fixed, as if he would oppose her eternally, till she was 
extinguished” (PO 130). But Lawrence had not yet quite found the 
vehicle to render the subconscious level for which he had seen the 
need when reading the Futurists the previous month in Fiascherino.2 
Here the rendering is still notational. Perhaps the successful realist 
mode of the Smart Set version, which he was partially rewriting in 
July 1914, allowed him to go only so far: and probably he was not 
yet sure how to do it. So the husband’s angry questions become 
uglier (had she gone “the whole hogger” with the man?), until at 
length he learns that the former lover whom she has seen that 
morning has gone mad (PO 132). The narrative need for a twist in 
the tale is still the driving force, not a study of the subconscious in 
distress. 

 
‘Odour of Chrysanthemums’ 
Not so, of course, with the much-studied 1914 ending of ‘Odour of 
Chrysanthemums’. For the first time, all the versions are now 
available. The Cambridge Prussian Officer volume gave us a 
reading text based on the text of the 1914 Duckworth collection 
(this turns out, in Reeve’s account, to be version five) and, in an 
appendix, the ending of version one of 1909, the only fragment of 
that version to survive. The Vicar’s Garden volume provides the 
texts of version two (the state of the proofs, prior to their revision, 
of the English Review version of March 1910) and version three 
(the same proofs but after Lawrence’s extensive revision of them, 
finished by April 1911 and published in June). Version four is 
recorded in apparatus entries to Reeve’s volume: this is the state of 
the text corresponding to Lawrence’s July 1914 revisions and 
partial rewriting witnessed by the October 1914 proofs of 
Duckworth’s Prussian Officer volume before Lawrence revised 
them. 
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What I had not properly appreciated before about this story – 
probably because the proofs’ content had been only selectively 
reported in explanatory notes in the Cambridge Prussian Officer 
volume – is how important they are in recording a distinct stage in 
Lawrence’s development in 1914: the different stages represented 
by July and October. In other words, comparing the 1911 and 1914 
collected forms of the story turns out to be not enough. In an 
appendix, Reeve provides the July 1914 ending so that one does not 
have to retrieve it from apparatus entries. What is striking is the 
recalibration in October of Lawrence’s polarising push towards the 
more extreme psychic-emotional states of July. His writing of 
‘Study of Thomas Hardy’ had intervened (September-November 
1914), and Lawrence was clearly gaining confidence in naming and 
then exploring the impersonal base-material of humanity that his 
famous letters of June 1914 about the Italian Futurists had led him 
to half-grasp but only name, in those letters, in rather mysterious 
ways: the fiddle-bow and sand, the carbon shared by the coal and 
diamond, the laugh of the woman being, at some level, the same as 
molecules of steel.3 

Was it the promise of the poppies in ‘Study of Thomas Hardy’ 
that convinced Lawrence (in October 1914) that his refusal of a 
future for Elizabeth Bates (in July) had been a needless or over-
interpreted foreclosure? As a respectable wife and mother in both 
versions, she has been confident in her judgement of her errant, 
coal-miner husband. Now, suddenly, she is utterly disoriented in 
gazing at his dead body, which has been carried home after an 
accident in the mines and which she is having to wash and prepare 
for burial.  

At this darkest moment for the character, was the ending of The 
Rainbow somewhere on the horizon for Lawrence? In July, “with 
peace like ice at her heart, she went about making tidy the kitchen” 
(VicG 216); October changes “like ice” to “sunk heavy” (PO 199). 
July goes on: 
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She knew she submitted to life, which was her immediate 
master. But from death, her ultimate master, she crouched stiff 
and frozen in shame, hopeless. For in death she would have no 
life, for she had never loved. She had life on earth with her 
children, that was all. (VicG 216) 

 
October’s version reads more simply: “She knew she submitted to 
life, which was her immediate master. But from death, her ultimate 
master, she winced with fear and shame” (PO 199). This response 
leaves her vulnerable; but it is potentially renovating, not 
necessarily finalising. Noticing this, one tracks the shift back 
through the prose of the ending. So July reads: “And now she saw, 
and turned to ice in seeing. For she had not wanted to fight this 
indifferent stranger, nor he her” (VicG 214-15). October probes 
further; the verdict is crushing but not world-ending for Elizabeth:  
 

And now she saw, and turned silent in seeing. For she had been 
wrong. She had said he was something he was not; she had felt 
familiar with him. Whereas he was apart all the while, living as 
she never lived, feeling as she never felt. (PO 198) 

 
‘The White Stocking’ and ‘Wintry Peacock’ 
The editorial outcome is not quite so happy with ‘The White 
Stocking’. Reeve gives us the version of 1907 and the version of 
1913 as published in 1914 in Smart Set. The intermediate ones are 
lost. The July and October 1914 changes are not differentiated here. 
This is because the accumulated result of Lawrence’s work on the 
story in 1914 – the story’s text in the 1914 Duckworth collection – 
represents a complete rewriting. Thus it was deemed to be too 
distant from the Smart Set version given in Reeve’s edition to be 
legibly recorded in its apparatus. This is a pity because the July 
1914 readings were certainly retrievable. The extant Duckworth 
proofs in their unrevised state witness them. And because, in the 
Cambridge Prussian Officer edition, the editorial focus was on the 
proofs only as a source of emendation – rather than on recording 
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the life of the work across its versions – they were not captured 
systematically there either.4 

Nevertheless we can still compare the 1913 version with the 
final 1914 one; the latter concerns itself with the ebb and flow of 
subconscious feeling and instinct in both Elsie and her boyfriend 
Whiston, especially, at the dance, after she pulls out a white 
stocking (which her employer Sam Adams has sent her, 
unbeknowns to Whiston, as a provocative gift) instead of the 
anticipated white handkerchief. Adams emerges here from the 
previous versions (whose implicit and explicit moral judgements 
seem now inadequate) as not merely a calculating sexual predator; 
in fact, there is something disturbingly but liberatingly amoral 
about the new interest in him. Despite this development Lawrence 
is still perfectly capable of writing in his earlier, dramatised style 
when deciding to change the story’s sequence of events. 

That this facility, or felicity, of his did not wear off with time is 
strongly suggested by the two early versions of stories from the 
postwar England, My England collection contained in Reeve’s 
edition. They stretch the conventions of dramatic realism over 
newly articulated psychic terrain. After the financial disaster of the 
banning of The Rainbow in 1915 and the consequent impossibility 
of placing Women in Love with a publisher, Lawrence needed to 
sell stories to live. He would have been trying to keep in mind the 
popular-fiction requirements of the magazine proprietors to whom 
the stories might be offered. The first versions of ‘The Blind Man’ 
(December 1918) and of ‘Wintry Peacock’ (January 1919), both of 
them autograph manuscripts, appear in Reeve’s edition. The 
manuscript of ‘Wintry Peacock’ was typed soon after Lawrence 
completed it; later he heavily revised it, sending it off for 
publication in March 1920. The typescript was known still to exist 
in 1937 but was not re-discovered until Bruce Steele’s Cambridge 
edition of England, My England and Other Stories was appearing 
in 1990. Because of the editorial orientation described above, 
Steele’s edition did not provide the text of the first (manuscript) 
version except for two lengthy passages that Lawrence, Steele 
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reasoned, must have deleted in the typescript. As a result, they did 
not appear in the Metropolitan printing of August 1921 that Steele 
used as his copy-text. The rediscovery of the typescript confirmed 
this view. 

Reeve makes good by presenting the first version in full, with an 
apparatus recording its own deletions, and by providing a 
supplementary apparatus linking Steele’s reading text with the 
readings of the typescript from which the Metropolitan printing was 
set. Thus, as Reeve notes, “all the stages through which the text 
passed are now available in the Cambridge Edition”. That, as we 
have seen, was not the original intention of the series; but final 
intentions sometimes redeem earlier ones, in art as well as in life: 
and this is the case here. 

Apart from the two lengthy MS passages deleted in the 
typescript version, a number of subtle shifts in characterisation tend 
to exonerate the husband Alfred Goyte, who has recently returned 
from the War, and to lay stress on the manipulativeness of his wife. 
She is desperate to know whether she has a right to feel aggrieved 
at her husband’s philandering while in Belgium. If so, she will 
acquire the domestic power that comes with parading the grievance. 
The title of the story ‘Wintry Peacock’ carries the thematic weight: 
the wife showers affection on the pet male bird, which soon finds 
itself in battle with her husband. At the end of the typescript version 
he vows to do it in. The moral question of whether or not he has 
fathered a child with the French-speaking woman who has written 
to him (she claims the child is his) is reduced to little more than a 
joke. This links with the sardonic comedy about female sexual 
aggressiveness in such stories as ‘Hadrian [You Touched Me]’ and 
‘Tickets Please’ from the same, immediately postwar period. 
Lawrence seems to have been happy to play with fire. He was 
evidently touching a contemporary nerve; and, judging by his 
success in placing the stories, he seems to have got away with it.  
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‘The Blind Man’ 
My final comments concern ‘The Blind Man’. In some ways, it 
reverses the situation of ‘The Harassed Angel’ (1911) and ‘The 
Shades of Spring’ (1914). They are first and second versions of one 
another; the text of the first, a manuscript, is given in Reeve’s 
edition.5 In both, the visiting city sophisticate returns to his once-
favoured countryside to see his former girlfriend Hilda Millership, 
but by 1914 the stakes have deepened. In 1911 Syson bumps into a 
gamekeeper who turns out to be her fiancée, and his vanity is 
affronted by the thought that the woman with whom he had spent so 
much “fearfully cultured” quality-time (VicG 149), and whom he 
stills supplies with books of poetry, has now transferred her 
affections to this under-educated man. Unlike the gamekeeper, 
Syson could, by his verbal magic, “[m]ake the stars flash and 
quiver” for Hilda (VicG 150); but this is not enough for her now, 
and by the end of the story he knows it. In 1914 her disenchantment 
has gone further. Sympathy falls more fully on the side of the 
gamekeeper; he is in touch with animal life and sexual passion – to 
which, Hilda knows, Syson can be only an observer. 

The gamekeeper’s situation is a sort of forerunner to Maurice 
Pervin’s. He is ‘The Blind Man’. Living now in isolation with his 
wife Isabel, his bonds with her have tightened; and he finds solace 
in the rhythms and chores of farming life. In addition, she is 
pregnant: so that a link is set up almost immediately between 
fecundity and the absence of light and sight. The couple is visited 
by Isabel’s friend, of whom Maurice is slightly suspicious; the 
friend is a barrister from Edinburgh, Bertie Reid. It is a stormy 
night; he follows Maurice to the barn with a lantern and finds him 
tending horses in the dark. As a blind man might, Maurice wants to 
run his hands over Bertie’s head; and he asks Bertie to touch his 
blinded eyes and his facial scar, a war wound. The two men 
reconcile and swear an eternal friendship, comforting to both, 
though Bertie nearly faints. Although the hints of a fragility and 
even emasculation are already there in Bertie, he is not so much 
undermined as redeemed by their touching a deeper level in one 
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another – or almost redeemed, for there is some ambiguity. This is 
the first version, a manuscript of late 1918, whose ending Lawrence 
described as soon as he had finished it as “queer and ironical. – I 
realise how many people are just rotten at the quick” (3L 303). 

In light of this comment and in the absence of this manuscript in 
1990, Steele assumed it to contain the same version as appeared in 
the English Review in 1920, on which he based his reading text. 
The English Review’s version is almost identical to those printed in 
the British and American first editions of England, My England. 
The manuscript, however, turns out to witness an earlier version. 
The toughness of the familiar second version now stands out in 
decided relief. In its new scene, set before the one in the barn, 
Maurice’s wife identifies the “incurable weakness, which made 
[Bertie] unable ever to enter into close contact of any sort”, despite 
his being “a brilliant and successful barrister, also a littérateur of 
high repute, a rich man, and a great social success”. At the end of 
the scene, Bertie wants to know what it’s like to be blind. Maurice’s 
answer – that blindness means “You cease to bother about a great 
many things” – is not enough for Bertie. He persists with his 
question: “what is there in place of the bothering?” Maurice’s final 
but unsatisfactory answer, before going off to the barn to get 
himself out of the tiresome conversation, poses the central 
challenge of Lawrence’s writing since July 1914: “‘There is 
something,’ [Maurice] replied. ‘I couldn’t tell you what it is’” 
(EME 58-9). 

The scene in the barn provides the substantive answer: or at least 
Lawrence’s go at it this time round, in response to the given 
fictional circumstances. They themselves needed to stay somewhere 
within the range of expectations of the middlebrow readership of 
magazines such as Pinker, Lawrence’s agent, was likely to 
approach. Evidently Austin Harrison, editor of the English Review, 
felt Lawrence had successfully done so; difficult postwar 
readjustment for returned servicemen would have been topical; and, 
although there is a displaced erotic charge in the hands-on scene in 
the barn, there is nothing overt. The judgement of Bertie implied in 
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Lawrence’s letter upon finishing the earlier version is only now 
realised. Bertie, in this version, is desperate to escape Maurice’s 
“soft, travelling grasp … Perhaps it was this very passion of 
friendship which Bertie shrank from most”. And when he comes 
indoors Bertie meets Isabel’s eyes “with a furtive, haggard look; his 
eyes were as if glazed with misery … He was like a mollusc whose 
shell is broken” (VicG 62-3).  

Notes from ‘The Crown’ and the still unpublished Women in 
Love are present here but re-imagined: the effort of writing and then 
(probably) re-writing by hand the successive versions of this story 
brought the whole thing into a distinctively Lawrentian focus but 
within a conventional short-story mode. 

 
Book logic and scholarly editions 
With two Cambridge volumes open simultaneously, whether at text 
or apparatus, and sometimes having to do the collating of 
successive versions in the two volumes oneself rather than finding 
it already done in an apparatus, all or most of the extant textual 
information is available for the stories, so that (subject to the 
qualifications already mentioned) one can trace their successive 
stages as they weaved in and out of Lawrence’s own life. This was 
not the original primary aim of the Cambridge Lawrence nor was it 
allowed to dictate its methodology especially in the early years, 
even though supplementary volumes were envisaged from the start 
in the original Prospectus of 1978.  

The series’ tactfully under-specified theory of itself was 
something that, as a series editor in the 1980s and early 1990s, I 
admired for its practical efficiency and high standards, and yet felt 
frustrated by. Reeve is to be congratulated for having given the 
original rationale one further, welcome adaptation. Looking at the 
series now as I do more from the outside, the unapologetic 
empirical spirit of the Cambridge Lawrence strikes me as a 
traditionally British, or perhaps more broadly scholarly, strength 
that was simultaneously a resistance to broader shifts in thinking 
about the lives of works.6 This resistance lessened with time; it is in 
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the nature of empirical thinking to respond to new evidence as the 
evidence mounts; and real gains were made. A practicable route to 
travel to completion of the series was taken, and the endpoint is 
now in sight. If this route entailed compromises – and in my post-
1978 point of view it did – one must immediately grant, out of 
fairness, that the editions were completed and the books got 
published. If one is producing books, the logic of the format finally 
comes to bear on scholarly-editorial policies.  

 
° ° ° ° ° 

 
I see the black Cambridge Lawrence volumes on my shelves as I 
write this essay. I pull them down at my ease to refresh my 
memory, here and there. Sometimes serendipity takes over and I 
find relevant things I wasn’t even looking for. As I work, the 
editions sit open nicely on the desk; their page design and Ehrhardt 
font are still easy on the eye; their internal cross-referencing system 
has stood the test of repeated use over time; and their dust-jacket 
design retains a classic look. Within the material constraints of the 
high-end scholarly book market, the texts that they make newly and 
reliably available have lifted our critical game. By giving us a 
welcome textual leverage on the works we thought we knew well, 
the Cambridge Lawrence has imposed healthy intellectual 
responsibilities on us all whenever we write about his works. And 
that activity, I suspect, will never cease. 
 
                                                 
1  A mere tale-turning anecdote here, it would mature into deepened 
fictional territory when Lawrence came to rewrite Mollie Skinner’s 
‘House of Ellis’ as The Boy in the Bush in 1923. 
2  See 2L 180-4 and Andrew Harrison, D. H. Lawrence and Italian 
Futurism: A Study of Influence (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2003), Chapter 2. 
3  Odd therefore that Reeve’s Chronology should lack the date for the 
July 1914 revisions: a full chronology is a good chronology. 
4  The same is true of ‘Vin Ordinaire’ (Reeve gives its first version of 
1913 from the English Review) and of ‘The Shadow in the Rose Garden’. 
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In October 1914, Lawrence’s work on proofs of the latter was “relatively 
light” (PO xlv). All 47 changes are described as corrections, but the PO 
apparatus records only those 12 needed as emendations. Reeve’s edition 
does not record them either, so I have been forced to treat this story’s 
revision as dating from July 1914 in my comments above. 
5  The story’s apparatus records the manuscript’s deletions as well as 
Lawrence’s revisions in typescript (itself not extant, but the revisions are 
witnessed by the story’s two periodical printings in 1913). 
6  In naming this empirical spirit as British, is it only the force of 
association that I am registering? Should the term be Anglo-Saxon or 
Anglo-Celtic given that: (1) one of the two general editors (Warren 
Roberts) was American and he left his impress on the early editorial 
policies of the Cambridge Lawrence; and (2) that, I calculate, by the time 
the series is completed, Australians will have edited ten of the forty-one 
volumes? Or forty-two, if Cambridge decides to take the financial risk of a 
volume of Lawrence’s paintings reproduced in colour. With the eight 
volumes of the Letters, that would make the half-century. Let us hope that 
the Press does so decide. 


